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Shine moment

A shine moment is when you have been 

noticed for something you have been doing. 

It might be you have been working really 

hard to learn a new skill, or get better at 

something you can already do. It might be 

because you have behaved in a way that 

represents the school values.



Barbican:

Ismail for constantly engaging in his online learning and having 

high expectations of his own learning. He has thrown himself into 

every task set and every piece of work is of high quality and has 

been completed with care and curiosity.

Emily for being resilient in her learning and finding ways 

independently to get back to green when she isn't feeling at her 

best. She faces any challenges with determination and a positive 

attitude

Thames:

Jiyan - for working hard on his maths and handwriting. Fantastic!

George - For his contribution in  Zoom meetings and realising that 

you can change original story plans so they are more exciting.



• Finsbury:

Roukaya - your positive attitude every day has been so 
important for our class, and helps remind us just how much 
fun school is. As well, I know you worked very hard all week 
to complete your work and I have been so impressed with 
what you’ve been doing on Dojo!

Rayhan - You have been asking such great questions on 
our morning zoom chats, and you are always the first 
person to greet each member of our class with a big smile. 
Thank you for making sure each person feels important and 
special - even from far away!

• St Pauls’s

Nathan, for his use of emotions words to describe how our 
main character was feeling. 

Angel for her contributions in our discussion about The 
Great fire of London.



• Kensington:

Alvin for a wonderful effort in his home learning!

Adam who has done well to show good focus in his 

learning for maths and reading.

• Piccadilly:

Errol, for great work and dedication to his learning.

Hannah – she has had a wonderfully positive attitude 

towards her online learning and is eager to 

participate in our live Zoom sessions as well.



• Kew:

Pelin for being awesome and aiming high this week in the Year 4 
bubble.  She has worked extremely hard in all the tasks and 
contributed with excellent ideas in Destination Reader.

Freddie for being tireless and aiming high in his approach to his 
learning.  He has gone above and beyond in his Maths, showing 
a variety of different ways to understand problems (even when 
not asked!), has completed greater depth tasks and he has 
produced two excellent posters for English (one which was the 
challenge) that used well-chosen descriptive language and 
detail.

Temple:

Hugo for not only working really hard on his online learning this 
week, but also focusing on improving his presentation, which is 
really coming along. Good job Hugo!

Safia for putting 100% effort into all of her online learning, she's 
clearly taken the wonderful attitude that she always has in the 
classroom home with her and continues to show her excellent 
work.



• Parliament:

• Archie for being focused and on task during his 

activities.

• Yves for being enthusiastic about his online learning 

and producing a very touching letter  and a 

fantastic art project

• Trafalgar:

• Andrea for her hard work and focus during her 

activities. 

• Ania - for working so hard to catch up and keep up 

from home when she wasn't able to come into 

school. 



• Tower:

Katie has been outstanding across the board this week: 
attendance in all zooms, high quality work in all subjects, 
asking for extensions and taking lots of initiative in 
challenging herself more. In particular her additional 
research notes in preparation for the report writing 
tomorrow has been very impressive indeed!

Harvey has shown an excellent work ethic since returning 
from the break and for showing great focus and 
enthusiasm when completing his work. He is eager to learn 
and take part.

• Westminster:

Wassim: He has enthusiastically embraced every Seesaw 
activity. He takes on board feedback and is always looking 
for extra work and challenge. 

Isabel for her focus and dedication to her work.



• School values

• Prior Weston for amazing resilience 

• Nominated by Nigel: Lema for her 

excellent manners. 

• Nominated by Ellen: Sophie and 

Jessica for aiming high with their online 

learning



Hot choc with the Head:

For consistent, exceptional behaviour:

Parliament: Emma who consistently works to the 

best of her ability and tries to take those around 

her with her on her journey to excellence.

Trafalgar: Lois for her amazing attitude in all 

situations. She is always looking to help others. 


